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The plane has 6 channels and can be equipped with almost any kind of module (SIO, MFIS, FAV). Aminata (MA) The AMINA is the female version of the NSF/BTRD-TACAN with specific cosmetic changes and variant in kit-size (MA-3D). The plane is a part of TACAN-MA project. DHL Fairlane (DHL) DHL Fairlane is a fictional
combat-orientated derivative of the Fairlane GXP, based on the Fairlane GXP, with a design and configuration similar to the American F-16C Fighting Falcon. This plane is said to have been developed by DHL, and its airframe is partly made from composites, which gives it a high maximum speed of Mach 1.0. It is armed with twin 30mm
MK-7 cannons and two 30mm MK-12 cannon pods under the fuselage, with a total of six 30mm rounds on the wingtips, that can be replaced with more powerful (MK-11) guns, if desired. The DHL Fairlane has the ability to carry up to 6 rockets of any kind in the nose, and 12 rockets under the wings. Other available modules include a
Maverick infrared-guided missile launcher in the nose, or a Maverick without the guidance system under the wings. Suzukaze (JSF) Suzukaze, nicknamed "Suz," is a fictional Japanese fighter fighter with Japanese air superiority over the Japanese home islands in the late 1950s, the type of fighter equipped with an installed ECM system and
vertical dive capabilities. Su-27 (FSB) Su-27 is the designation of the Sukhoi Su-27 Flanker as it appears in the First Person Shooter World of Fighters. The aircraft features a set of high-quality 3D models and is fully interactive. There is also a simuational cockpit which can be calibrated to allow the player to fly in real-time. The full FSX
version supports many additional authentic features, such as a very accurate and detailed simulation of the airframe, the entire avionics suite, dynamic wing flaps, and even fully working landing gear. The aircraft also features an excellent terrain and weather model. The Su-27 features a highly accurate battle damage model with various
available variants. The aircraft features a sophisticated internal damage model, fully interactive cockpit, and a set of all-new interactive weapon systems.
VRS F / A-18E may be the most realistic and highly-aligned addition of the military aircraft for FSX and P3D. The model is distinguished by super-random flight. â–º Airplane in the game has a 3D model, a 3D view of the camera and HD texture. â–º The damage system is implemented, including the penetration of fuel tanks in flight. â–º
In the cabin displays the dashboard. â–º The rocket management system is implemented. â–º A 3D view of the camera from the cabin and a view from a third party are implemented. â–º Navigation system implements. â–º A system for warning a collision with land is implemented. â–º Engine sounds are implemented. â–º Sounds are
implemented when the engine is started and when landing. â–º Real fffad4f19a
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